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A comprehensive menu of Peking Restaurant from Winnipeg covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Peking Restaurant:
Simply stated, this is the best Chinese in the city of Winnipeg. I have been eating there since I was a child (I'm

48 now) Family run, fast, take out or delivery. Not a bad item on the menu. I only wish they were closer to where I
now live in the city because NOTHING compares in the south end! A++++ read more. What User doesn't like

about Peking Restaurant:
The extra star is for the customer service here. The staff here are kind and respectful, unfortunately, the quality of

food is on a steady decline. In the pictures I have included, I ordered the sweet and sour chicken. Horrible! It
tasted like some kind of syrup you would put on ice-cream inside of eat with the rice. Calling this Chinese food
makes me sad because not only is it inauthentic and grossly westernized, it... read more. The premises on site

are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. In Winnipeg, traditional
dishes are prepared in the kitchen of Peking Restaurant with original Asian spices scrumptious, Many customers
show particularly their enthusiasm for the versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. The Asian fusion cuisine is also
an important part of Peking Restaurant. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known menus too ordinary
should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients consume.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

Seafoo�
SHRIMP

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

P�z� - klei� ø 27c�
DELUXE

Soup
WONTON SOUP

M�ica� specialitie�
RIBS

Sweet� & ic�
COOKIES

Nude�-reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

Frie� ric�
FRIED RICE

Drink�
DRINKS

Smokehous� signature�
SPARE RIBS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Dishe� ar� als� prepare� wit�
thes� ingredient�
VEGETABLES

MEAT

RICE

TOFU

CHICKEN
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